Next Run 1623 – April 13th 2015
VV BBQ Run

Scribe Report 1622 – April 6th 2015
74 Hashers this week!
Hares: Burl Ives, Boy Named Sue, Misuse Me and
Shih Tzu
Scribe by: Rotate Her Later
Two Baht buses filled to capacity left promptly at 3:30 from the Buffalo Bar. The
A-Site was about 30 min away with plenty of parking, a swimming hole next to
a pig farm that BALL RINGER and one other hasher would use after the run to
“clean up”. The site was very secluded but hot due to no overhead cover.
The Hares were BURL IVES and Alain Poirier (virgin hare). BURL IVES
explained the run and gave the instructions for the “Hong Kong” markings that
were to be used. Instructions were long winded and confusing and everyone
set off with a bit of skepticism and a doubtful look on their face.
The run itself was 5-5.5k flat,fast and dusty with little overhead cover. Any
confusion from the run instructions were quickly put aside as the trail was
well marked and easy to figure it out once out running. The walking trail was
intermixed with the runners but chalk markings on the ground clearly showed the
two groups where to go. Beer Hunters also had no problem finding what they
were looking for and it was even commented that there appears to be more Beer
Hunters than walkers now.
Food was provided by the Hares and was a hit with everyone. Rice, meat and
veggie stir fry and Chili were provided. There was more than enough food and I
heard nobody complaining about the quality or quantity.
The GM called the circle and immediately FOWL FUCKER was iced for talking
and then the Hares were iced. The GM stated he was already out of patience.
BURL IVES was put in the bucket for being late to the ice. The GM complemented
him for being proud of his traditions and using Hong Kong Markings for the run.
Next the Raffle. It included a water gun, toaster, gin, wiskey, Hash Shirt, cookies,
case of beer and head phones.
EMPEROR AIRHEAD is up next and ices the Hares immediately. The EMPEROR
gives the Hares a hard time for using old hard to read signs and suggests in
the future they spring for a few hundred baht and get new ones. AIRHEAD
complements the Hares on the food and everybody seem to think the run was
okay even though the directions for the the markings were a bit confusing and
long-winded.
Next AIRHEAD ices Alain Poirier and called his wife Sue to the circle. Alain’s
wife opts to sit on the ice instead of on his lap. Twice AIRHEAD offers for Sue
to sit on her husband instead of the ice but she opts for the ice each time. It is
revealed in the circle that Sue is a champion horse shoe player and every tine
she rings a shoe people exclaim “Shit. Sue.” Therefore EMPEROR AIRHEAD
named Alan’s wife “SHIH TZU“. Next VV is is iced along with with synergy and his
wife LIPO VITAMIN. AIRHEAD verifies that they all live in the same room and
makes a comment about the French and sex and he doesn’t want to know
any more.
Next AIRHEAD calls in the virgins. The EMPEROR gives his normal speech to the
virgins all but one seem to understand. Maybe it was the beer but one of the
virgins doesn’t seem to understand the rules.. more on that later.
EMPEROR AIRHEAD then gives up and turns it over to the GM who turned it over
to WANK-KING’S WANKER for milestones and awards. WANK-KING’S
WANKER reiterates that the meeting is on the Wednesday after the first

A-Site Mis-Directions:

From Pattaya Klang, head North on Sukhumvit and take the
flyover to Hwy 7. After about 9 km, exit Hwy 7 at Hwy 36
towards Rayong. Keep left on the entry ramp and do not join
Hwy 36 but after 1.2 km turn left onto the 3240 heading
towards Khao Mai Kaew. Continue on the 3240 for 3.0 km and
turn left (HHH). Continue down this road for 2.6 km and turn
right (HHH) onto a track to the A-Site.
Monday Run of the month and anyone can attend. WANK-KING’S
WANKER is touting SIR FREE WILLY’s St. George’s Day Run. MRS HEAD
got an award for 650 Runs although she was not in the circle to receive it. Next
STUPID KRAUT KUNT and TOM BOY both got awards for 200 Runs. Next
BORDERLINE is called into the circle to receive his 50 Run Mug that has
been waiting on him for two years.
The GM takes over the circle and ices SCAR W/2TS, MENTAL DISORDER
and SHEIK MEME. During a hash event on Friday night SCAR introduces a
lady boy to NMC who NMC apparently had had some kind of interaction with at
some time in the past (possibly why NMC only drinks soda now?) Then
MENTAL DISORDER took it to the next level by paying several other lady
boys to keep walking up to NMC, calling him by his name and saying they
missed him and were very happy to see him again and acted very familiar.
NMC was only slightly amused.
It was stated that SHEIK MEME is very cheap but during this last Friday event
he took it to a whole new level. He rode his motorbike to the event but then
pushed it all over Pattaya for the rest of the night to conserve on fuel so
he had more money for beer. We accepted this as a legitimate trade although
very cheap in nature.
PAPRIKA SMILEY, SUPERVIRGIN and VV were put on the ice next. it
appears that everyone is missing FLYING FINN and what he brings to the
Hash as far as getting everyone drunk with something a little extra he starts
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Pattaya Hash House Harriers – About Us
--- PICKUP POINT -–
Buffalo Bar – Pattaya 3rd Road near Soi Lengke
Every Monday at 3:15.
The Bus leaves at 3:30 promptly.
Run Prices: Male 350B, Female 150B, Children 50B

Please visit our web site www.pattayah3.com

Future Hares, call Hare Raiser Sir Free Willy, 09 90 124 393
On On
Run# Date
Hares
1623
1624
1625*
1626*

Apr 13
Apr 20
Apr27
May 4

VV, Tom Boy & Pole Fucker
Sir Free Willy & St. George Patriots
Colonel Cornhole and Same Same
VV and Tadpole

TQ’s
Boom GH
Nicky’s
Langsom

If you want to be a hare but not sure how, contact Hare Raiser and we can help
you partner with an experienced hare. Enjoy a great part of hashing – Hare a run!
* Map needed

Hashers Present Previous Week – 44

7 Paal espen Antonsen; 11 Sam Green; 2 Nok Kumnerdkla; 206 1/4 POUNDER WITH CHEESE; 505 BALL RINGER; 186 BILLION SUCKER; 25 BURL IVES; 44
COW FISTER; 1301 EMPEROR AIRHEAD; 4 FRODO; 536 G.I. JOE; 195 GANGREEN; 683 GENERAL KIDNEY WIPER; 597 LADY FLIPPER; 241 LIBERACE; 147
MARATHON MAN; 103 MENTAL DISORDER; 24 MISUSE ME; 650 MRS. HEAD; 68 NEXT WEEK; 165 NO MORE CUM; 358 ODD-JOB; 10 OUT OF ORDER; 84
PAPRIKA SMILEY; 281 PELER; 27 PISSED AS A RAT; 77 POCAHONTAS; 23 POL DANCER; 59 PUSSY FUCKER; 13 ROTATE HER LATER; 92 RUNNING BARE;
208 SCAR W/2TS; 175 SHEIK MEME; 617 SIR FREE WILLY; 786 SIR SPAGHETTI HEAD; 54 SPANKINSTEIN; 354 SQUEEZE MY TUBE; 322 STINKY SLOPPY
SECONDS; 51 STREET CLEANER; 200 STUPID KRAUT KUNT; 33 SUPERVIRGIN; 331 VELCRO DICK; 722 VIETNAMESE VIOLATOR; 223 WANK-KING'S
WANKER

Returners - 21

14 Hans Boye; 3 Apinya Kamsopa; 52 BORDERLINE; 9 BOY NAMED SUE; 139 COLONEL CORNHOLE; 394 FOWL FUCKER; 92 HOI LAU SAI; 138 HONEY BEAR;
16 KATOY MAGNET; 75 LADY GAGA; 5 LIPOVITAMIN; 53 ONE MORE TIME; 292 PIG PUSHER SWINE STABBER; 19 PRINCESS BUM BOY; 79 SAME SAME; 8
SHIH TZU; 445 TADPOLE; 48 TESTICLES; 200 TOM BOY; 177 TURD BURGLAR; 165 UP THE BUTT

Visitors (PH3 Total Runs) - 4

1 Adriana Kornberg - Pattaya Bush Hash, Thailand
5 Ida Malthe - Pattaya Jungle Hash, Thailand
BURL IVES - Full member having completed 25 PH3 Runs as visitor

2 Krima Kaewma - Pattaya Jungle Hash, Thailand
13 ZENERGY - Pattaya Jungle Irregular Lunar Hash, Thailand

Virgins – 5

Terry Hardy; Lars Hoff; Elina Kornberg; Casandra Kornberg; Kwan Phoosodari

Leavers - 3

COW FISTER; NO MORE CUM; PAPRIKA SMILEY

Anniversaries - 4

MRS. HEAD was congratulated for completing her 650th Run
TOM BOY was congratulated for completing her 200th Run

STUPID KRAUT KUNT was congratulated for completing his 200th Run
BORDERLINE was awarded his 50th Run Mug

Hash Name Events - 3

Alain Poirier was given the Hash Name BOY NAMED SUE
Dani Steinhoff had his Hash Name updated to FRODO

Sudaphan Nonsang was given the Hash Name SHIH TZU

Saints and Sinners – 3

SIR FREE WILLY - Hash Trash removed
SHEIK MEME - Hash Hero - Sleeping through Jungle Hash circle.

WANK-KING'S WANKER - Hash Crash removed

passing around on the baht buses enroute to the run and well into the
circle. PAPRIKA SMILEY and SUPERVIRGIN have seemed to take up
the slack in that department attempting to get everyone a little more
drunk than usual. VV was iced so he could be recognized for the good
job he is doing as Brew Master – notably the new Pattaya Hash signs
on the sides of the truck.
The GM calls for a note for the “Good Guys” and turns it over to SCAR.
SIR FREE WILLY and WANK-KING’S WANKER lost their Hash
Trash/Crash, WILLY for painting black top and WANK-KING’S
WANKER for hitting a pedestrian with his motorcycle.
Next to the ice is a Virgin and his girlfriend then straight in the
bucket and make her sit on his lap for talking in the circle, then on the
ice. The virgin obviously did not take it seriously as he and another
female virgin who ended up int the bucket for talking, started acting like
they were have sex. Next SAME SAME and COLONEL CORNHOLE
were welcomed back after a few years and three children with a possible
one more on the way.
Next SHIEK MEME was iced for sleeping during the Sunday Jungle
circle and was called a Hash Hero. Next to the ice are the Hares. They
are in the bucket right away because BURL IVES smarted off when
SCAR said the run was very short. But because the food was so good
he pulled them out of the bucket.
SHEIK MEME takes over the circle next and ices the hares. He tells
them it was a great run and has no complaints. SIR FREE WILLY is
then put in the bucket for making comments from the circle. KATOEY

MAGNET is called out on the ice and SIR FREE WILLY is put back in
the bucket again for commenting from the circle. SHEIK MEME called
out GANGREEN for talking down about other hashes on the Jungle.
FOWL FUCKER put back on ice, SPAG is iced, COLONEL
CORNHOLE takes a seat as he is single handedly taking on the
Muslim world by re populating the earth.
The GM puts SUPERVIRGIN and SCAR on the ice next and gives a
rundown about the Scandihooligan Walkabout. TENT POLE and TOM
BOY are put in the bucket for continuous talking in the circle. Dani
Steinhoff and Alain Poirier were iced next. Dani is named FRODO
again for the Monday Hash. Alain is named BOY NAMED SUE.
Returners, ZYNERGY, COLONEL CORNHOLE, FOWL FUCKER and
BORDERLINE are called into the circle. PAPRIKA is put in the bucket
for leaving and for his shoes. BURL IVES sings the song for the Hares
and the returners and leaver lead the circle in the Hash Hymn.

On-On ! Rotate Her Later
Next Week’s Scribe is Menstrual Disorder
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Respecting the laws of Thailand
And the dignity of the people.

